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Confessions

Somehow, it’s this one.
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Who dis?

Former HEP student at UCL. The plan was always to be an academic physicist...
until it wasn’t. Then I had some career related existential uncertainty, and now I’m

happy in my current role. And so are plenty of other ex-physicists I know.
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Of Mice and Men

Most British physics PhDs have not entirely planned out their careers. This is normal.
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The Uncertainty Principle

Doing a PhD may not help you clarify your career plans. You might be even more
confused than when you started. 4



Press (X) to...

You may have become disillusioned by physics.
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Should I stay...

There are reasons to stay in academic physics.

• Physics job markets vary by sub-disciplines: some are better than others.

• You’re a good bunch (you made it to UCL!)

• A single post-doc after a european PhD doesn’t write you off from other jobs.

• It may be your first chance at independence as a researcher.

• It’s an opportunity to travel.

• Money isn’t as bad as you’d think (particularly in the US).

• People are generally great*.

• Maybe you really have solved quantum gravity.

• You get to do what you love.
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...

“A survey by the Institute of Physics in 2000 . . . Of those surveyed, 91% had found
jobs that used their research skills, even though more than half were no longer
working in higher education. Common employers for former physics postdocs

included IT and financial firms, as well as government and industrial research labs.
The survey also indicated that industry placed a high value on the presentation,

self motivation and problem- solving skills that postdocs developed.”

There is career capital to be made during a postdoc.
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...or should I go?

Reasons to leave physics (and possibly academia).

• Scarcity of jobs (10% of post-docs make it to Professor level overall).

• The Two (or 1+n) Body problem.

• It doesn’t excite you any more.

• You’re bored with what you currently do.

• You’re excited by the prospect of something new.

• You want to make fat stacks of money.

• You don’t want to move (around every few years).

• You don’t want to have to change jobs/roles (stability).

• You might have personal circumstances that prevent you from moving.

• Something else just excites you more =⇒ Hooray !
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Life is not a delta function.
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Life is not a delta function.

Any career advice given with total certainty is bollocks. 10



Life is a box of chocolates Gaussians.

It might even be worse, it could be some fat-tailed distribution with σ =∞. All
careers involve a huge amount of chance and luck, you should have an idea of

what level of risk you are willing to tolerate in a profession.
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Everyone’s different.

• Doctoral Training Centres→ take advantage of everything the centres offer.
Mini fellowships, industry links, etc. Even if you’re not in a DTC, email a
co-ordinator/head of centre, see what they might have.

• Gender seems to matter, physics retains fewer women post PhD. Race/class
etc might matter too but we have less data on that.

• Talk to lots of different people.
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What’s useful for clarifying career thoughts?

Most physics PhDs find most resources useful, though few actually consult them.
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Where do the ducks in central park go during the winter?

Where do people want to go and where do they actually go?

UK vs US, but similar numbers hint that intentions matters. You (physics PhDs) can
broadly get into the field you want.
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...and how much bread do they make?

Change of field from thesis topic is common. Salaries do differ by sector but with
large variances. 15



Started from the bottom.

Most end up OK. In the UK academia/industry salaries don’t always differ much.
And much of career success seems to be determined by internal factors. Again,
gender differences.
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Boys and girls
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What do I do? - Career foundations during a PhD

Less than 5% of physics PhDs take placements outside of academia during their
PhDs! Bug your supervisors and get some kind of demonstrable experience on
your CVs! Anything. 18



CV or not CV?

CV brownie points you can earn during your PhD:

• Industry placements/internships. Read all the newsletters, check the UCL job
page, and follow your favourite institutions (e.g. Turing).

• Teach! (PGTA positions etc)

• Get involved in public engagement.

• Following one of the above: freelance/consult using those skills.

• Undertake side projects.

• Attend hackathons and summer schools.

All of the above was useful for me.
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Don’t worry about the vase, Neo

Work out what you like. From experience/experimenting. From consideration.
Work out what success means for you. Salary? Family? Purpose? 20



Long and boring slide filled with generic advice

It’s not a career talk without mentioning the usual:

• Write a good CV. Get friends (especially career obsessive ones), colleagues
etc and UCL career services to review it. Find people whose careers interest
you, look up their CVs. Lots of good LATEX templates out there.

• Treat job hunting like your research. Do the equivalent of a lit review.
• Websites/Glassdoor reviews/forum discussions etc of companies in the field.
• Salary, hours, culture, organisation, purpose, work, mobility, flexibility, career

capital, stability etc

• Make every trade off a conscious one. Work out how much risk you want to
tolerate in your career and then make decisions based on that.

• Talk to people*. Use this society, use the alumni network, ex-PhD students,
friends, family. Most people are up for coffee and being self indulgent.

• Use LinkedIn. Spend some time every few months looking at job ads.
• Squeeze UCL for every penny of your tuition fees. Take advantage of

everything: careers service/doctoral training events. 21



Tech: A strategy guide.

• Tidy your code in line with industry practices
and stick whatever can be on a public repo
(e.g. Github) for visibility.

• Find job ads that interest you, see what
languages and practices they’re expecting
familiarity with.

• Whiteboard interviews: look them up, check
out/try practice questions. needs: “Learn the
language and speak it to them. Every
domain has a language. The more you seem
like you already work for them the better.”

• “Be honest if you haven’t looked at
something in great detail, or at all. There’s a
lot of shit to learn and no-one has done it all.”
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MONEY: A strategy guide.

Quantitative finance = $$$ for physics
PhDs

• Get in touch with a recruiter (this is
where LinkedIn helps).

• Study the stuff they tell you to. It
takes practice, quant jobs often
require passing specific tests.

• Internship/competition routes exist
too. Easy to optimise job
applications (does not mean easy to
study for!).
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Science communication: A strategy guide.

• Write/draw/record/present. Frequently.
Either your own research or papers and
scientific topics you find interesting.

• Get it out there (internet, you all know the
drill, blogs, YouTube, Soundcloud etc).

• Connect with the local scenes:
UCL/Departmental and London Sci-Comm.

• Take lots of opportunities to build portfolio
and a network who trusts and likes your work.

• Career: permanent gigs are great but rare,
freelancing is great but unstable.
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Civil Service jobs: A strategy guide.

• Find out which department’s work
interests you and what policies
they’re working on but be prepared
for very general/disagreeable work.

• Look up CS Competency framework.
Have examples prepared.

• Look up STAR and CAR interview
methods and consider those.

• Find practice materials for the
numerical, verbal and judgement
tests.

• Talk with current civil servants; policy
unit at UCL may be able to advise.

• Much easier to transfer internally. 25



Teaching: A strategy guide.

• Researchers in school: excellent
scheme for maths/physics teaching
post PhD.

• Engage in teaching at UCL
(PGTA)/tutoring in London (paid or
volunteered)/classroom assistant
volunteer at a local school.

• IOP Physics teaching advice
provides lots of resources.
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Data Science: A strategy guide.

• Aaaaaaaaaaaaah.

• “Mini-fellowships” + internships.

• SO MUCH online: HBLV intro to ML for
physicists, Intel online courses etc

• Summer schools, hackathons.

• You may very well be 3/5 the way
there. Do some demonstrable ML
projects.

• Big overlap/redundancy with
tech/SWE advice.
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Academia (outside physics): A strategy guide.

• SELL YOURSELF. (Applies to all of the
above).

• Check university job pages
(frequently!).

• Email heads of group/researchers,
read their papers.

• Practice explaining your research
(Also applies to all of the above).

• Show you can be interdisciplinary
and engage with other fields. Back
yourself. You’re smart. Own it.
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Entrepreneurship: A strategy guide.

• Tech accelerator schemes: EF, UCL
innovation and enterprise, Cognition
X, etc

• Much overlap with tech/data
science career advice.

• Be able to explain your work
confidently and clearly.

• Requires high tolerance against risk,
but low downsides. Being an
ex-founder, spun well, can be a
strong CV asset.

• Learn some of the lingo: pitch deck,
equity, VC, seed rounds etc.
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You’re going to be ok

https://www.ucl.ac.uk/careers/explore-your-options/know-yourself/get-one-one-
advice
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Thank you for your attention
Any questions?
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Sources:

www.iop.org/publications/iop/2015/file65623.pdf
https://www.aip.org/statistics/employment/phds

https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-05838-y
Pete Bradshaw + various others
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